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A colocation center, in simple terms, is a large computer storage facility. This physical structure
stores and manages the IT equipment of multiple companies. The companies then have access to
servers and network systems in a centralized location. A Dallas colocation center will guarantee
continuous power, internet connection, physical security, network protection and around-the-clock
monitoring.

Why use a Dallas Colocation Center?

Even companies that specialize in IT technology face high costs when creating their own data
center. A dedicated storage space requires resources, time and staff. This staff is usually dedicated
solely to the maintenance of the data center. This all requires high capital to set up and maintain.
Valuable staff is tied up with day-to-day management, and the costs are extensive.

In addition, in-house IT management can limit the flexibility a company might have to grow. When a
company needs to add multiple services, storage or expand, additional costs are incurred. Most
businesses cannot meet the physical and capital demands of this type of facility. This is where a
Dallas colocation center can be beneficial.

What does a Dallas Colocation Center Provide?

With colocation service, businesses rent space to house servers that would otherwise be stored in-
house. At the Dallas colocation center, multiple companies store their servers and network
information in the same facility. A Dallas colocation center will provide individual storage cages or
cabinets that are locked at all times. In addition, each companyâ€™s equipment and data is guaranteed
secure.

If a company decides to expand, a Dallas colocation center can facilitate that. The company can
expand its storage unit or move to a larger storage unit within facility. During this expansion, a
company does not have to worry about extra fees. The colocation center handles construction,
relocation, additional monitoring, and so on, without additional cost.

Some benefits of a Dallas colocation center, regardless of business size, include:

â€¢	Significant annual savings

â€¢	More freedom to focus on business operations rather than data management

â€¢	Controlled, stable environments that stabilize air, temperature and more

â€¢	Continuous power backup and less risk of outage

â€¢	Onsite security

â€¢	State-of-the-art control systems, including fire suppression protocols

With a Dallas colocation center, companies receive better connectivity and redundancy. Bandwidth
costs are significantly reduced. Overall, the bandwidth quality is increased. Uptime is maximized
with a colocation center as greater network redundancies are available.
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Additionally, companies can make crucial decisions without interruption of data service. A company
can still maintain network and server stability while relocating to another city or even another state.
Dallas colocation centers also allow companies the ability to scale storage needs. This allows a
company to upgrade or downgrade its storage capacity without additional cost.

Dallas colocation centers offer significant disaster recovery over other locations. The area around
Dallas is at low risk for most natural disasters. In addition, a Dallas colocation center is built to
withstand adverse conditions and natural disasters. Therefore, companies that store their
information with a Dallas colocation center will experience fewer outages, blackouts and downtimes
due to disaster. This is true even if a companyâ€™s physical facility has been damaged.
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William J. McDonald discusses colocation opportunities in the Dallas Area.  He believes a
Colocation in Dallas should be considered by any company that wants to keep data safe. McDonald
helps educate readers about the benefits of colocation and data centers for companies of all sizes. 
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